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Harmonic Generation by Femtosecond Laser-Solid Interaction:
A Coherent “Water-Window” Light Source?
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The generation of harmonics by short, intense laser pulses reflected from a solid-density p
is investigated using particle-in-cell simulation. High irradiance, obliquely incidentp-polarized
light generates harmonics via relativistic electrons dragged across the vacuum-solid inte
This mechanism does not exhibit the limitation previously predicted for lower intensities
maximum harmonic “cutoff”nmax  vpyv0. For Il2 . 1019 W cm22 mm2 and modest shelf densitie
NeyNcrit  10, at least 60 harmonics can be generated with power efficienciesPnyP1 . 1026,
suggesting coherent MW x rays withl , 4 nm could be generated with a KrFs248 nmd pump.

PACS numbers: 52.40.Nk, 52.50.Jm, 52.65.Rr
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The search for a coherent, tunable source of x rays
been underway for some years in a variety of differ
fields [1]. Such light sources, by virtue of their sho
wavelength and high resolving power, have numer
potential applications in the field of x-ray imaging. Ne
possibilities for short-wavelength generation have rece
emerged through advances in short-pulse, multitera
laser technology [2]. Laser pulses focused on solids
in gases with intensities exceeding1018 W cm22 rapidly
ionize the targeted medium: The well-known “figure-
motion of the electrons in the plasma thus created m
be strongly relativistic, a feature that can in principle
exploited for generating short-wavelength radiation [
In underdense plasmas, where the electron densityNe is
below the critical densityNc for an electromagnetic (EM
wave with frequencyv0 (wherev

2
0  4pe2Ncyme), the

efficiency of this process is reduced by the collective fl
response to the particle orbits, and by dephasing of
harmonics relative to the pump [4]. In the opposite c
where the plasma is overdense withNe . Nc, harmonics
can be generated in the reflected light by the nonlin
mixing of transverse and longitudinal oscillations near
critical surface.

This mechanism was demonstrated in the early 19
in a series of experiments by Carmanet al. [5,6] with a
high-irradiance CO2 laser, in which over 40 harmonic
were detected. Subsequent theoretical work based
Lagrangian fluid analysis in a steplike density profile
predicted a cutoff in the harmonic spectrum given
nmax 

p
NuyNc, Nu being the upper shelf density o

the plasma. This result appeared to be consistent
2D particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations made by Carma
Forslund, and Kindel [5], thus implying that the maximu
harmonic number could be used as an indirect mean
determining the plasma density. Furthermore, assum
that the density profile is in pressure balance with
laser, thennmax ~ sIl2yTed1y2, whereI , l, andTe are the
laser intensity, laser wavelength, and plasma tempera
0031-9007y96y76(1)y50(4)$06.00
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respectively. While this scaling might be appropria
for nanosecond interactions, in which there is amp
time for the ions to respond, it is questionable o
the subpicosecond time scale. Instead, we expec
shock to form due to the superior laser pressure,
the maximum density will be a little more than tha
determined by the highest ionization state. In this ca
nmax  vpyv0, and the minimum attainable wavelengt
would belmin , 1ynmaxv0 , 1y

p
Ne, i.e., independent

of the initial wavelength and intensity. There were
however, two factors which severely restricted the P
simulations reported in Ref. [5]: First, the temporal an
spatial step sizes used were too large to resolve more t
10 harmonics; second, the noise in the computed Fou
spectra was at the same level as the harmonic intens
near the plasma frequencyvp, making it difficult to
distinguish a genuine rolloff in the spectrum from
gradual merging with the white background signal.

During the past year, a fresh round of experiments h
begun which will extend the study of harmonic generatio
to the high-intensity, femtosecond regime [8,9]. In antic
pation of these experiments, new results are reported h
on a series of simulations in which the limitations of 2
codes are overcome using a recently developed boos
frame-of-reference 1D PIC code [10]. This metho
reduces the 2Dsx, yd, periodic system to one spatia
dimension by transforming to a simulation frame in whic
the EM wave vector perpendicular to the density gradie
vanishes:k0

y  0. In this way, the same problem ca
be studied with over 30 times the temporal and spat
resolution—theoretically sufficient to “detect” severa
hundred harmonics. In contrast to the earlier work, w
find no cutoff at vp: the number of distinguishable
harmonics simply depends on the irradiance and
signal-to-noise ratio of the simulation. Indeed, for mode
plasma densities,NeyNc  10, it is found that over
50 harmonics can be generated (as opposed to 3, imp
by the cutoff argument) for irradiances between1018 and
© 1995 The American Physical Society
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1019 W cm22 mm2, with efficiencieshn ; InyI0 . 1026.
The mechanism is more efficient than the closely rela
y ^ B mechanism recently proposed by Wilks, Krue
and Mori [11]. Lower-order harmonicssn # 6d from
p-polarized light were observed in analogous obliqu
incidence PIC simulations by Bulanov, Naumova, a
Pegoraro [12].

In most of the simulations that follow, the laser wasp
polarized and45± incident on a step profile with densit
NeyNc  10 and temperatureTe  625 eV. The ions
were mobile withmiyZme  7000 and TiyTe  1y10.
Around 6000 mesh points were used, and64k electrons
and ions. The total system size was between30cyv0 and
60cyv0, i.e., large enough to prevent particles reachi
the left-hand (vacuum) boundary; the plasma was initi
ized in a region,10cyv0 long at the right-hand bound
ary. The time step used was typically less than1022v

21
0

and Dx  cDt, which was sufficient to resolve mode
vmax  ckmax . 300v0. The laser was ramped up ove
several laser periods and then held constant; this per
the scaling of diagnostic variables such as the harmo
efficiency to be obtained in a straightforward manner.

Time-integrated spectra of the reflected EM wave a
shown in Fig. 1 for two different irradiances atfixedupper
shelf density and temperature. No attempt was m
to match the laser and plasma pressures. Notice h
the harmonics forIl2  2 3 1017 W cm22 mm2 fall off
rapidly into the background noise: only 4 or 5 harmoni
are clearly visible. The feature between4v0 and5v0 is
due to emission from the upper plasma shelf, and can
supressed by taking a largerNeyNc (which was 10 in this
case). The spectrum forIl2  2 3 1018 W cm22 mm2

FIG. l. Spectrum of reflected electromagnetic wa
for (a) Il2  2 3 1017 W cm22 mm2 and (b) Il2 
2 3 1018 W cm22 mm2.
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clearly rules out any suggestion of a cutoff atvp which
might be inferred from the first result.

To trace the physical mechanism behind the harmo
generation, a second set of simulations was made
fixed ions in an exponential profile with scale leng
Lyl  0.01. Under these conditions, the absorption
constant and fairly low [(10–15)%] [10], and compris
particles that have undergone “vacuum excursions,”
electrons that have been pulled out and accelerated
into the plasma, where they free stream through to
right-hand boundary of the simulation region [13].
is reasonable to suppose that these particles are
responsible for harmonic generation, even if they o
do one return trip into vacuum; a picture that sha
much in common with the periodic, nonlinear fluid motio
envisaged in Ref. [7]. To demonstrate this, the lab
of energetic electrons falling within a narrow ener
band close toU , p2

oscyme were stored at the en
of a simulation. The quiver momentumposc is given
by poscymec . sIl2y1.38 3 1018 W cm22 mm2d1y2. The
simulation was then repeated, and the same list was
to monitor the positionx, momentapx, and acceleration
ax  d2xydt2 of the “interesting” particles.

An example of one such group of like trajectories
shown in Fig. 2(a). The corresponding impulselike acc
erations in Fig. 2(b) are characteristic of harmonic gen
ation. These orbits are consistent with the experime
observations in Ref. [6], and are in qualitative agreem

FIG. 2. (a) Trajectories and (b) accelerationsax  d2xydt2

of particles undergoing vacuum excursions for a fixed-
simulation with Il2  5 3 1017 W cm22 mm2, NeyNc  10,
andLyl  0.01. The solid density is atk0x  10.
51
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FIG. 3. Efficiency of selected harmonics as a function
irradiance.

with the model of Bezzerideset. al. [7]. However, it is
also evident that the particles receiving this reverse k
as they re-enter the plasma are not turned around, but
tinue into the solid where they are ultimately absorbe
This process is therefore kinetic: The reversal in the
celeration suggests a bunching of the electrons as they
enter, i.e., a sharp, periodic density spike. Fourier analy
of the harmonic current sources shows that their maxi
are located just inside the overdense plasma boundar
x  10 in Fig. 2(a)].

Returning to the main set of mobile-ion simulation
selected harmonic powers relative to the reflected f
damental modeP1 are given in Fig. 3. The 2nd to 5th
harmonics start to become saturated between1018 and
1019 W cm22 mm2 due to the fact that the transverse v
locity yy approachesc, an effect also seen for odd ha
monics generated at normal incidence by the relativis
y ^ B mechanism [11].

It should be noted that they ^ B mechanism can
generate oddand even harmonics at oblique incidenc
For p-polarized light, the current sources for the 2n
and 3rd harmonics areJ

p
2v  yk

vnv 1 y'
2vn0, J

p
3v 

y'
2vnv 1 yk

vn2v, whereyk and y' denote the velocity
components normal and perpendicular to the laser elec
field, respectively, and we have expanded the density
a Fourier series:Ne  n0 1 nv 1 n2v . For s-polarized
light, the density-bunching termnv vanishes, and we hav
Js

2v  y'
2vn0, Js

3v  yk
vn2v , which generates- (TE) and

FIG. 4. Efficiency of 5th and 10th harmonics as a fun
tion of incidence angle forp- and s-polarized light at
1019 W cm22 mm2. The other parameters wereneync  5,
Lyl  0.02, miyme  `, andTe  1 keV.
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p-polarized (TM) even and odd harmonics, respective
We can thus distinguish the vacuum-excursion andy ^ B
mechanisms by comparing harmonics fromp- and s-
polarized light, as shown in Fig. 4. At small angle
the y ^ B current sources dominate, and the efficienc
of the odd harmonics fors and p light are comparable.
At large angles, however, the efficiences are 1–2 ord
of magnitude higher forp due to the contribution from
vacuum excursions (Fig. 2).

The relative power spectra for four different irradianc
are summarized in Fig. 5. For largen  vnyv0, the
spectrum rolloff appears to vary asOsn25d. Combining
this with the Il2–scaling from Fig. 3 ofOsIl2d222.5 in
the same limit, we arrive at a rough expression for t
efficiency of high-order harmonics:

hn . 9 3 1025

µ
Il2

1018 W cm22 mm2

∂2 ≥ n
10

¥25
.

For Il2 $ 1019 W cm22 mm2 and large incidence an-
gles, the efficiency can be very high (Fig. 6). For exam
ple, the 30th harmonic hash . 3 3 1025, which would
yield 0.5 GW at33 nm for a1 mm, 15 TW pump focused
to a spot size of10 mm. Transmitted spectra are also ob
served containing harmonicsn .

p
NeyNc with intensi-

ties between1y100 (high end) and1y10 (low end) of the
reflected counterparts.

A further significant feature is that over 60 harmonic
are clearly observed forp-polarized light at this irradiance
which implies that coherent radiation within the so-calle
“water window” could be generated with a sufficientl
intense (i.e., 1.6 3 1020 W cm22) KrF pump. In this
case, the 60th harmonic would have a wavelength
4.1 nm, well within the “water-window” ranges2.32

4.4 nmd. Harmonics are distinguishable down to abo
3.5 nm, below which they get drowned in the simulatio
noise. This does not mean that they would be undetecta
experimentally; rather, it reflects the limits of the prese
simulations.

Physically, the harmonic efficiency may be impaired b
any process which upsets the coherence of the elec
orbits across the vacuum-plasma interface. This fav

FIG. 5. Power spectra for mobile-ion simulations at vario
irradiances.
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FIG. 6. Harmonic spectra atIl2  1019 W cm22 mm2 for (a)
p-polarized light and (b)s-polarized light.

the following: (i) short pulse lengths to avoid formation
an underdense shelf and subsequent high absorption
and (ii) broad spot sizes, to avoid denting the surface
lateral deviations of the electrons from their “1D” pat
[15]. On the other hand, Rayleigh-Taylor-like surfa
rippling would scatter harmonics over a broad angu
range relative to the specular direction, and would b
the distinction betweens- and p-polarized light implied
by Fig. 6 . Finite density gradients formed by a prepu
(or the leading edge of the main pulse) might also prev
efficient harmonic generation if the pulse duration is
short for profile steepening to take place.

In summary, we have revisited the problem of harmo
generation by reflection of intense light from overden
plasmas. Using a short cut to reduce a 2D problem
1D while retaining the essential physics, we have b
able to perform simulations with the necessary spa
and temporal resolution required to model the genera
of high-order harmonics in laser-plasma interaction.
p-polarized light at large incidence angles harmon
originate from electrons which traverse the vacuu
solid interface, creating periodic density bunching as t
return, before getting absorbed further into the so
In contrast to previous works which considered low
laser intensities, no harmonic cutoff is found for t
reflected light at the plasma frequency corresponding
the upper density shelf. Indeed, it is demonstrated
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the first time that coherent, water-window x rays could
efficiently produced using femtosecond laser technolo
which will be available in the near future. Existing high
contrast multiterawatt laser systems should be capable
producing short-pulse, tunable UV radiation at MW–GW
power levels.

The author acknowledges enlightening discussio
on the subject of harmonic generation with J. M. Ra
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